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Abstract 
 

Context. This paper aims to investigate the potential of sustainable interaction system by 

employing persuasive design process. Sustainable Human Computer Interaction community (HCI) 

strives to find effective ways to change human behavior toward pro-environment. The 

sustainable HCI community seems to propose ambient display interface as one of its major 

interaction methods, which have an impact in quiet and static surroundings. However, when it 

comes to crowded public places where public resources are heavily wasted, ambient interfaces 

hardly get people’s attention and provide timely information to people. 

Goals. The author proposes an embodied sound interface as an alternative in the crowded 

places. The embodied sound interface serves to alert people at the right moment in a fun and 

pleasant way to induce people to engage in an intended behavior spontaneously. A sensor 

system prototype embedding an embodied sound interface, musical hand shaker (MHS), was 

developed aiming at reducing the use of paper towels. The MHS is placed near the water tap in a 

restroom and it respond with a music to the hand shaking of the user in front of the MHS. The 

system encourages people to experience how easy it is to save paper towel and do a green 

activity in their daily life.  

Methods. This study is grounded on three HCI fields: ambient information systems, affective 

interaction, and persuasive technology. The MHS prototype went through the persuasive design 

process which includes iterative steps of prototype implementation and evaluation. This design 

process centered on the eight steps of design process and Fogg behavior model. The persuasive 

qualities of embodied sound interface such as understandability, recognition of the system goal, 

and persistency of raised awareness of sustainability were examined.  

Results. The final outdoor evaluation in the restroom of a mall confirmed the impact of the MHS 

on people’s habit of using paper towels as well as its effectiveness of persuasion. Since it is a 

pilot study, there remain some unresolved issues and open questions for researcher in HCI and 

psychology fields. 

 

 

Keywords: sustainable human computer interaction (sustainable HCI), persuasive technology, 

affective interaction, ambient interface, ambient information system, sensor system, Fogg 

behavior model, An eight stpes design strategy.
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Chapter1. Introduction 

1.1. Background 

Although worldwide green movements and campaigns educate people about the ways to 

conserve the environment, bringing substantial changes on human behavior is a great challenge. 

As Eli Blevis and his colleagues insist, researchers in computer technology field should pay more 

attention on sustainability and wellbeing of mankind [1, 2]. There are two notable communities 

in computer technology that focus on the interaction between computer and human and how to 

use this to make an impact on human behaviors: sustainable human computer interaction and 

persuasive technology community. 

Sustainable Human Computer Interaction (Sustainable HCI) community actively seeks ways to 

contribute to the environment emphasizing the need of changing human behavior using 

computers. They use computer systems to make people being green. Here, the ‘Green’ is a 

widely used term to refer to good environmental practices1 2. This is achieved by Sustainable 

Interaction Design (SID) [2]. Among the products of SID, many were developed with ambient 

displays [4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 11, 12, 21]. One famous example of an ambient system is ‘Wattson’. It 

displays real-time information of electricity consumption at home in interesting ways like 

converting watts to money spent or glowing in various colors to notify of one’s energy use [21]. 

Ambient display seems to be at the forefront of sustainable interface design due to its peripheral 

characteristic of always being displayed near while not only requiring little direct attention but 

also lessening one’s memory load and always referential when needed. Although ambient 

display achieves a persuasive effect on the individual level, it seems insufficient in having a 

strong impact in public places. People need something more dynamic to draw their attention 

and impressive enough to induce behavioral change in the long term. Persuasive technology 

attempts to meet this challenge. 

Persuasive technology approaches the environmental problems from the view that computers 

can be used to change the human behavior or attitude. The advancement of ubiquitous 

computing and sensor technologies enabled computer systems to be used as a powerful 

persuader according to Fogg [32]. There are some interesting persuasive computer examples for 

the various purposes such as commercial advertisement, public health, and education. In 2011 

Tesco’s subway virtual grocery store3 drew attention worldwide. It used the smart phone’s QR 

code4 scanning technique for the busy people to save their time by shopping while waiting for 

the train. Piano staircase5 from Volkswagen is another famous example that was devised to 

encourage the use of staircase rather than an escalator. When a person steps on the staircase, 

each step plays a piano note. ‘Real Care Baby6’, an infant simulator, was made for an educational 

                                                      
1 The definition of ‘Being green’: http://www.enviropack.org.uk/beinggreen 

2 The definition of ‘Green’: http://www.ecomii.com/ecopedia/green 
3 Tesco’s virtual store: http://www.tescoplc.com/2718 
4 The QR code (Quick Response code) is a matrix barcode which enhanced in reading speed and storage size. (reference, 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/QR_code) 
5 Piano staircase project of thefuntheory.com by Volkswagen:    http://www.thefuntheory.com/piano-staircase 
6 RealCare Baby by Realityworks:  http://www.realityworks.com/infantsimulations/realcarebaby.asp 
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purpose. Originally called ‘baby think it over’, it is a doll simulating an infant aimed at 

discouraging teen pregnancy by allowing teenagers to experience the hardship of taking care of 

a baby. Above high technology products were designed to persuade people for their specified 

goals. Fogg insists that the persuasion by computers would be commonplace in the near future 

[32, pp241]. With regard to this background, this study began. 

1.2. Problem area and solution suggestion 

There are lots of wastes of public resources in our daily life. The easily observable example is the 

waste of paper towels in the restroom. Since paper towel in the restroom is not private 

ownership, people tend to waste even more than they needed. If we carefully watch people’s 

practice in the restroom, we easily witness that numerous unused papers are thrown into the 

trash bin. People pulled out three or four sheets of paper towels habitually regardless of the 

number of sheets that was necessary to dry their hands. Sometimes, conservational messages 

are written on the paper towel containers like “Please shake off excess water from your hands 

before using. One paper towel is enough to dry your hands”7 or “On average 10% of office waste 

are paper towels. Won't one towel do to dry your hands or clean spills?”8 These efforts for 

persuasion with visual aids seem desirable and also the messages look persuasive enough. 

However, the problem is that those messages are too low-key to catch the eyes of busy modern 

people, especially, in crowded places. In that vein, the current study emerged from this question: 

“Can computer systems be used to change people’s habit of using paper towels in a sustainable 

manner?” An idea came to this author that if a computer system induces people to shake their 

hands more after washing, it will lead to a reduction of paper towel usage. In order to bring this 

change, the development of a sensor system was conducted to check hand motion. 

At the beginning of the system development, having an ambient display as user interface 

seemed suitable since it is one of popularly used interfaces in sustainable interaction design 

[1][10][11][21][28]. It can convey a green message and entertain with animated characters or 

pretty images on screen. However, it didn’t take long for two major weaknesses of ambient 

displays to be exposed. Both weaknesses were related to the attribute of calmness. First, if a 

user got used to the display and started to ignore it once, it was unlikely that it regained the 

user’s attention because it was too still and quiet. Second, it does not fit a noisy environment; 

the target places were kitchens or restrooms in restaurants, shopping malls, or public parks, 

where much noise was present and waste of public resources was high. In these public places, 

an ambient display didn’t seem to be the best choice because there were too many distractions. 

The idea came to me; the interface should depend not only on sight but also on hearing. 

A new interface was devised: embodied sound interface. ‘Embodied’ implies physical interaction 

involving body movement. The sensor system embeds an embodied-sound interface. When 

hands are shook in front, it senses the motion and responds by playing music in response. The 

                                                      
7 Picture of ‘conserve paper towel’ message:  http://www.posters-ads.com/2010/07/conserve-paper-towel.html 
8 CleanRiver ‘s recycling messages: 

http://www.cleanriver.com/recycling_programs_and_education/recycling_slogans_catch_phrases_and_facts/recyclin

g_messages.aspx 
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music can be a motivator that prompts one to shake his or her hands. Sudden music play should 

attract the users’ attention. Even though the music is disturbing to the people nearby, they 

wouldn’t mind if the music is pleasant and interesting enough. The sensor system was developed 

in a course from KTH Royal Institute of Technology and became the initial prototype of Music 

Hand Shaker (MHS). It only plays music when it senses movement of an object within its range. 

Since the sensor system itself has no persuasive function, there was a need to carry out a 

persuasive design process. This study focuses on developing a persuasive interaction system 

rather than a technologically advanced computer system. The initial prototype was evolved as a 

persuasive computer product through this design process. The following section clarifies the goal 

and objective of the study. 

1.3. Goals 

Central to this paper are two goals: 

 Going through the persuasive design process and apply a behavior model to the design 

process of MHS.  

 Examining the persuasive potential of an embodied-sound interface.  

 

Literature review brought about a suitable theoretical basis for developing a persuasive design. 

To reach the goal, the hypotheses on MHS and specified research questions were posed. 

1.4. Hypothesis and research questions 

The meta-hypothesis is that MHS would be feasible and influential to people. Especially, the 

embodied sound interface in MHS could be an effective design alternative in the sustainable 

human computer interaction field in which visual interfaces are prevalent. Following three 

hypotheses on MHS which exhibit the inherent qualities of an embodied sound interface were 

formulated: drawing attention, emotional changes by music, and persistency of the embodied 

interaction:  

 An embodied-sound interface is useful to catch people’s attention in a crowded place when 

compared to the ordinary visual materials. 

 In the interaction with MHS, music elicits positive emotional changes and can be the 

motivation for users to shake hands. 

 The memory of the experience with MHS remains in one’s memory longer than that from 

seeing green posters. Therefore, the persuasion by MHS has a stronger impact than the 

ordinary visual material aiming at green behavior. 

 

These hypotheses are supported by literature review and tested through a series of experiments.  

Based on the hypotheses, three detailed research questions were created as follows. The second 

question contains Fogg Behavior Model (FBM), which is a model used in the course of MHS 

design process. The detail of FBM is addressed in the literature review. The research questions 

here: 
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 Does embodied sound interface play a suitable role to elicit positive emotion and induce 

people to do an intended action? 

 What are the motivators and triggers that make users shake their hands? How can this be 

explained by FBM? 

  How many users of MHS recognize the purpose of the system? How long does the 

experience with MHS persist in their memory? Does it affect their habit of using paper towel 

in daily life?  

 

1.5. Methods 

The study consists of literature review, ethnographic observation, persuasive design process 

through evaluation, data collection and result analysis, and conclusion as shown in figure 1. 

 

 

FIGURE 1.  METHODOLOGY DIAGRAM 

 

The work adopts a mixture of qualitative and quantitative methods. This study is a small scale 

empirical work, aiming at examining the potential of a new interaction interface and application. 

Considering the size of the experiment and the major methods of data collection such as 

observation and in-depth interview, qualitative methods seemed more appropriate than 
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quantitative ones [38]. However, this study also used some quantitative methods such as: i) 

posing an hypothesis and confirming it through evaluations and ii) generating numerical results 

from the experiments to objectively visualize the level of improvement in design progress. Also, 

several techniques were employed that are popularly used in HCI community: ethnographic 

observation, brainstorming, the method of ‘Wizard of OZ’, informal interview, questionnaire, 

and video-recording. 

Contextual inquiry was used to enhance understanding of the use situation at the beginning of 

experiment. Contextual inquiry emphasizes three principles [37]: having a real-context to share 

opinion with people, having partnership with future users, and maintaining different focuses 

from the views of different individuals. The ethnographic observation was done in a restroom in 

a big shopping mall to understand actual practices of people with short unstructured interviews. 

Since anyone using public restrooms can be future users, obtaining different focuses of their 

view is more important than having a long term partnership with a particular group. 

Nevertheless, keeping in touch with several participants helped to get consistent feedback and 

share ideas throughout the whole process. They are in various age groups and had various 

occupations, which enabled to keep different standpoints on the system of MHS.  

MHS is an interactive application categorized as persuasive technology products. My exploration 

on specifying design issues and solutions is achieved by following the strategy of the eight step 

design process, which is discussed in the literature review in detail [19]. The eight step design 

process is to conduct experiments based on an iterative prototype implementation and its 

evaluation as shown as figure 1. The prototype is not final product. Hence, one necessary 

hardware functions did not work properly. To overcome this, the Wizard of OZ method was 

adopted, which makes the users believe that the system is autonomous. In the laboratory 

evaluations, observation, interviews and questionnaires were used, whereas in the outdoor 

evaluation, only observation and questionnaires were used. The questions in the questionnaires 

were almost the same throughout the evaluations. Only one or two questions were subtracted 

or added in each step. Appendix A and B contain the questionnaires in the third evaluation and 

outdoor evaluation. For close observation, in the first stage of experiments, some participants’ 

activities were video-recorded. 

Right before the last laboratory evaluation, there was a brainstorm session to get out of the 

fixation on a design choice and have a broad view.  

A particular feature of this study is having conducted a control test to compare to the result of 

our system evaluation. For this comparison, choices of certain questions (question 5 and 10 in 

Appendix A) were converted into numbers to deduce the numerical results. 

1.6. Outline 

Chapter 1 includes background, problem area and solution suggestion of the topic of this thesis. 

Also it defines goals and methods.  

Chapter 2 contains related literature reviews. This chapter provides the theoretical basis for our 

project.  
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Chapter 3 is about the experiment design of the musical hand shaker.  

Chapter 4 describes the course of evaluation and design evolution by the reflection of the Fogg 

behavior model and feedback from users.  

Chapter 5 is about data collection and analysis. Here, the result of evaluations was analyzed 

based on the concepts and theories from persuasive technology.  

Chapter 6 includes a summary of this thesis work and discussion of findings and issues.  

Chapter 7 consists of the remaining problems and expected follow-up studies. 
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Chapter2. Literature Review 
The literature review discusses affective interaction, ambient display, and persuasive technology. 

They are related to the topic of this study. Ambient interfaces are introduced as a popular 

interface in sustainable interaction design. The author felt a need to investigate the strengths 

and weaknesses of ambient interfaces then follows a study about affective interaction which 

was applied in MHS. The interaction through body movement and a music play system seems to 

have a correlation with human emotion. Actually, the affective interaction gave the basic idea of 

what is happening while the uncovered physical interaction takes place. Finally there is a 

discussion about persuasive interaction. This study centered on how to make a persuasive 

interaction system. Important concepts and strategies were studied in the literature review and 

then applied to MHS. 

2.1. Ambient interfaces and Ambient Information System 

An investigation about various ambient computer systems for information deliverance, artistic 

display, or persuasion can be found in appendix C. Those systems adopted technologies in the 

areas of peripheral displays, ubiquitous technology, calm technology, and ambient display 

interfaces. To indicate those devices or systems that have ambient interfaces, Ambient 

Information System (AIS) is used, which is defined in [27]. The ambient interface emerged as one 

of the most popular interfaces among human interaction interfaces for sustainability. 

Understanding of the ambient interface gave insights for design quality of the embodied-sound 

interface in the MHS. 

It is meaningful to mention about the history of the user interfaces. Hiroshi and Brygg provide a 

short summary of the advance of the user interface [24]. According to them, the user interface 

goes from a GUI-based box setting style, such as a desktop or laptop, to ubiquitous computing 

affected interfaces, such as tabs, pads, and boards, and to Tangible User Interface (TUI). They 

mention that practices of the user interface had strongly been bonded to GUI-based boxes style 

setting, which restricted us from many ordinary style of interaction however it is moving toward 

two major new communication styles: i) wearable computer interfaces on our body and ii) 

tangible user interfaces within the objects in the environment. Hiroshi and Brygg pointed out 

that the many trials of interface development were ignored as a HCI design due to their lack of 

seamless input/output methods and suggested a framework for future interfaces, introducing 

three key concepts of new interfaces: interactive surface, graspable objects and ambient media. 

In their project in 1993, an ambient interface of the form of media was introduced just as a 

supplementary information provider but now the ambient interface is witnessed to be used as a 

major interface in many HCI applications [1][5][10][11][21][26][28]. The concept of the ambient 

interface emerged from the introduction of ubiquitous technology [29] and ambient interfaces 

became concrete by appearance of TUI or gesture recognition interfaces by advance of sensor 

technologies. Most ambient interfaces seem to work in two categories: i) information 

deliverance and ii) persuasion in various areas like education, entertainment, and environmental 

conservation. Peripherality is the major attribute of an ambient interface; an ambient 

Information System (AIS) stays calm at the periphery of a user until the user’s attention moves 

to the AIS. After user finish to reference the AIS, his/her attention returns to the previous job 
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and the AIS return to user’s periphery again [29]. An ambient interface is characterized as 

follows. First, ambient interface enables the decrease of information overload in this 

information overwhelming society. Second, it delivers information constantly without disturbing 

the user’s main task. Third, it does not hold users’ attention for a long time and just remains at 

the level that gives a cue for the information. By doing that, it empowers users to intake 

information selectively. Furthermore, an ambient interface put its importance on the factors 

such as blending well with the environment, aesthetic and pleasing design, maintaining an 

adequate information level, and intuitive and metaphoric information representation [9][26].  

Appendix C contains some examples of AISs from reference papers. Those examples have in 

common with Musical Hand Shaker (MHS) in the concept of persuasion, placement, or purpose. 

Most of them are served for information conveyance and many AIS designers cared about the 

information expression level of their AISs. There are two major ways of information expression: i) 

increasing informational exactness with numeric expression and ii) increasing intuitive 

understanding with appropriate metaphors and graphical effect, such as color, movement, 

glowing, drawing, or even distortion of drawing [5][10][14][20][25]. The common conclusion 

about the designers’ experiments is that well mapped metaphoric and intuitive displays were 

favored over numeric or letter displays.  

The AISs in appendix C are divided into two categories of AIS’s purposes. They are education and 

environmental conservation. One category is about how to help growing healthy habits such as 

daily exercise, arrangement, and toothbrushes. The other is to suggest the solutions in regard to 

the environmental problems. Especially in a way that makes us aware about the waste or 

pollution we generate such as wasting water, air, electricity, and materials from disposable 

products. In the environmental purpose, many AISs were designed to make visible the 

unrecognized wasteful behavioral patterns of individuals.  

From the view of persuasive technology, AIS has two notable weaknesses that make them hard 

to use in the MHS design development.  

The first weakness is that an ambient interface is highly dependent on accidental chance in 

drawing a user’s attention. The nature of a persuasive device should be to catch attention at the 

right moment to reflect users’ wrong behavior or to give a cue to change their behavior. The 

MHS should also draw a user’s attention at the moment of decision-making when between 

finishing washing the hands and leaving to pull out hand towels. Capturing a right moment has 

great influence on changing behavior [32]. In that regard, the quietness of an ambient display 

makes the updates of the display hardly noticed. The attribute of calmness of AIS has the 

tradeoff between the benefit of decrease of overloaded information and disadvantage of 

catching the eyes at the right moment.  

The second weakness is the presentation style. Like examples in appendix C, many AIS’s have 

been developed as ‘display,’ serving for information conveyance. The point is that after novelty 

effect of AIS device disappeared, with what factors of AIS can regain users’ attention to it. 

Novelty effect refers to the phenomenon that after the technology is introduced, it draws a lot 

of interest from people for a certain period. The study on ‘ambient orb’ discussed about the 
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issue that how to maintain the initial interest of users and keep users constantly using the device 

[27]. Jaap, Cees, and Femke experimented on the impact of ambient installations ‘twinkly lights’, 

‘cloud’, and ‘history’ [9]. Those were installed in the lobby in a building to stimulate people to 

walk rather than using elevator for the public health. According to the authors’ observation, the 

curiosity about the new installations’ purpose made lots of conversations among residents and 

visitors for a while. The authors assessed that regardless increase of the usage of staircase, the 

project was meaningful that it drew people’s attention and led to many conversational topics 

related to health. However, as time goes by, residents will get used to have it in their building 

and neglect them. At that moment, the AIS might lose those power and influence on people: no 

attention brings no more changes in behavior. 

Those weaknesses of AIS when persuading people invoked the need of an alternative interface 

that should acquire timely attention of users and be used for a time long enough to make 

substantial behavioral changes.  

In summary, ambient interface, as a preferred interface by sustainable HCI, seemed adequate 

for a low level persuasion. However, the characteristic of calmness of ambient interface deters it 

from getting attention at the right moments and being used for a long period. Those reasons 

raised the need of an alternative interfaces for stronger persuasion. 

2.2. Affective interaction 

According to Klaus R. Scherer, there are emotions that can raise one’s motivation, categorized as 

utilitarian emotion [17]. It occurred to the author that user emotions like ‘fun’, ‘pleasure’ and 

‘curiosity’ can be a motivator or a trigger leading to the interaction with MSH. This suggested the 

assumption that emotions can serve as a motivator, in which way the affective interactions 

contribute to motivate a certain behavior. In that vein, studying about affective interaction was 

worthwhile.  

This section reviews that what is emotion, and how emotion works in affective interaction 

systems. Then, it is followed by an investigation of embodied interaction and the affective loop 

process [12]. Finally, it finishes with a discussion on how to measure consequential user emotion 

regarding to the interaction with the musical hand shaker (MHS).  

As technological advancement has allowed sensing physical and psychological changes of human 

beings and the HCI community enlarged their interest to the area of human emotion, namely 

affective interaction. The studies about the affective interaction until now seem to mainly focus 

on revealing emotion itself [12][15][16][17]: i) how to sense, understand, transmit emotion 

through technologies, and ii) how to let a user aware, elicit, and express their emotion and 

adjusting its intensity.  

According to Klaus R. Scherer, emotion is “an episode of interrelated, synchronized changes in 

the states of all or most of the five organismic subsystems in response to the evaluation of an 

external or internal stimulus event as relevant to major concerns of the organism” [17]. The five 

organismic subsystems refer to: information processing, support, executive, action, and monitor. 

Scherer explained seven features of emotion that enable us to distinguish emotion from the 
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other affective phenomena. Emotion: i) is aroused by focusing an event, ii) drives appraisals, iii) 

should be in synchronization with the response, iv) has rapidity of change, v) has a behavioral 

impact, vi) is in relatively high intensity and vii) persists relatively for a short duration. All 

features seem interrelated to some extent, however, among them, two features caught the 

authors’ eyes related to affective interaction system: event focus and behavioral impact. The 

‘event focus’ means that emotion is elicited by an outer or inner stimulus, and the stimulus 

events can be any of environmental phenomena, such as an animal (including a human being), 

one’s own behavior, and an object like a computer system. Scherer insists that emotion has a 

‘behavioral impact’ from the view that “emotions prepare adaptive action tendencies and their 

motivational underpinning” [17].  

The fact that emotion has a behavioral impact is significant not only in designing affective 

interaction but also in designing persuasive interaction. Höök and colleagues point out that an 

affective interaction system often designed “… to encourage users to act – make gestures, new 

postures, and etc” (emphasis added) [12, p10]. Considering the above two features of emotion, 

it seems clear that affective interaction can have a potential to be used for persuasive 

interaction design. Emotion can serve as a motivator in the interaction with a persuasive system. 

Nevertheless, it seems challenging for the author to draw an intended emotion from people with 

an appropriate level of intensity. 

Höök and colleagues argues “Emotions are not only cognitive phenomena, but are also 

experienced as physical, bodily processes, and are in turn influenced by our bodily experience” 

(emphasis added) [12, pp1]. They emphasized that the physical interaction with a system has a 

strong relation with emotion and can be described by embodied interaction. Dourish defines the 

‘embodiment’ as, “the creation, manipulation, and sharing of meaning through engaged 

interaction with artifacts” [40]. Höök and colleagues suggest that the embodied interaction 

increases the level of emotion through a subsequent and repetitive interaction between the 

system and a user [12]. They call it an ‘affective loop experience’. The affective loop works like 

that: A user bodily expresses his/her emotion through gestures or artifact manipulations. Then, 

the interactive system responds by creating digital expressions that mock human emotion, such 

as color, painting, animations, and haptics. This intensifies the users’ emotion and makes the 

user involve tightly to the interaction with the system. This loop is repeated and the emotion is 

developed through the interaction. 

The above description of an affective loop presented the possibility that an affective loop would 

be applied in the interaction with the MHS. The hypothesis was that music would arouse the 

positive emotion and it would motivate the users to hand shaking in front of the sensors and the 

hypothesis developed in detail here. The bodily interaction is derived by emotions like curiosity, 

and then it soon draws emotions like fun and pleasure by music as the responses of the MHS. 

The affective loop can applied to the interaction with the MHS as follows.  

The Interaction is initiated by the MHS by a trigger, such as a voice announcement or a visual aid. 

Then the affective loop follows through the motion of ‘shaking hands’. 

1. The user begins to shake hands: This shows an embodied interaction. 
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2. The MHS responds with music: This shows an affective expression from the system. 

3. This evokes emotions like curiosity, fun or pleasure. The user keeps shaking hands and 

keeps the music playing: this embodied affective interaction loop leverages the 

intensity of emotion and the degree of engagement.  

There was the expectation that the embodied affective interaction with the MHS finally would 

bring the awareness of saving papers so that users’ activity consequently could contribute to 

conserve the environment. However, it was questionable that the affective loop could actually 

be helpful to establish one’s awareness on the goal of the system. That remains for follow-up 

studies. 

The figure 2 simplifies the whole expected embodied affective interaction between a user and 

the MHS.  

 
FIGURE 2.  PERSUASIVE INTERACTION PROCEDURE 
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Another benefit of the study about affective interaction is finding tools of emotion 

measurement. In the HCI researches, evaluation takes a huge part of whole design process. 

Heuristic evaluation is a common way of evaluation method, mainly assessing for the usability of 

the interactive application [13, 14]. However, when it comes to affective interaction evaluation, 

heuristic evaluation is not applicable since its evaluation focus moves to user’s emotion, rather 

than usability. 

Moreover, finding out appropriate evaluation methods of emotion is challenging. Scherer argues, 

“While both nonverbal behavior (e.g. facial and vocal expression) and physiological indicators 

can be used to infer the emotional state of a person, there are no object methods of measuring 

the subjective experience of a person during an emotion episode”[17]. Also, even though there 

is a measure for verbal expression, it is difficult to guarantee that the user came up with an exact 

expression that matches their emotion. Grasping one’s emotion at a moment and expressing in a 

word is a confusing and complicating work. To that vein, there was an effort to find a new and 

relatively objective evaluation method, named ‘sensual evaluation instrument’ [15]. It focuses 

on helping self-assess about the users’ emotion, using simple cast objects which are crafted to 

convey emotion with its shapes. This is yet testing, however, it is good to note.  

 Meanwhile, Geneva Emotion Wheel (GEW) 

gave an insight for our experiment design 

[17]. The GEW focuses on relieving the users’ 

burden to express one’s feeling with their 

restricted vocabularies. The concept of GEW 

was adopted and a simple emotion diamond 

was created for the MHS. Relevant words 

about expected emotions were provided as 

many as possible. It was expected to help 

users to feel comfortable in answering about 

their emotion. 

Affective interaction researchers suggests many methods to measure the user’s emotion such as 

observation, analysis in verbal and non-verbal with video-recording, and pre-post questionnaire 

and interview [16].  

In summary, through the literature review on the affective interaction, two findings were 

acknowledged. User emotion and the body movement are interrelated. Hence, the planned 

embodied affective interaction can increase the engagement with the affective interaction 

system. It could be directly applied to the MHS development. Also, the study about emotion 

measurement tool enables the creation of a simple variation for our project. 

2.3. Persuasive technology 

In previous sections, the study about many interactive computer systems in appendix C was 

done from the view of an ambient interface and affective interaction. Those examples were 

served to change human attitudes or behaviors into healthier and environmentally friendly ones; 

those examples, therefore, are broadly categorized into two fields: healthcare and sustainability. 

 

FIGURE 3.  SIMPLE EMOTION MEASUREMENT TOOL IN THE 

MHS QUESTIONNAIRE 
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The healthcare category includes computer systems such as: helping to train people to have 

healthy habits like in tooth-brushing especially for children [10], to use the staircase rather than 

the elevator [9], and to walk rather than using transportation [30]. The sustainability category 

includes computer systems such as: visualizing the consumption habit of the use of resources 

like water [7] or electricity [4][6][21][26].  

Since our society treats the environment and health seriously, it seems natural to expect that 

sustainable interactive computer systems would get attention of easily be accepted into our life. 

There are studies about interactive computer systems that stimulate to conserve the 

environment: ‘WaterBot’ [11], ‘The Power-aware Cord’ [26], ‘AmbientOrb’ [28], ‘Wattson’ [21] 

Wattson seems to have succeeded in the market. All those systems have adopted an ambient 

display interface. They were designed to change behaviors toward sustainability. The ideas of 

those interactive systems seemed plausible and useful but it is doubtful that they are persuasive 

enough for changing human behavior toward healthy and sustainable. The reason is due to the 

calmness attribute of ambient interface, which emphasized previous section ‘ambient interfaces 

and Ambient Information System’; those devices passively wait for being shown by the users, 

instead of drawing the users’ attention actively. Therefore, the study in this section was about 

finding a solution from persuasive technology. 

B.J. Fogg captured the need for persuasive technology in changing human behavior. He 

introduced many theoretical bases about computer system design related to human behaviors. 

In the next section, we will discuss his concepts and a strategy with respect to designing a 

persuasive system. 

2.3.1. Theories 

2.3.1.1. What is persuasive technology 

Persuasive technology is officially named captology: computers as persuasive technologies, 

created by B.J. Fogg [31]. Fogg defines, “Persuasive technology is a computer system, device, or 

application intentionally designed to change a person’s attitudes or behavior in a predetermined 

way. (emphasis added)” His book regarding “persuasive technology” explains three ways of the 

captology used for persuasion: i) increasing the ability of people to do the target action by 

serving as a tool that enables them to reach a target behavior, ii) providing suitable information 

to do the target action by serving as a social actor which is influential to people, or iii) having 

people to be persuaded about the values of social norm, rule, responsibility. Here, a computer 

serves as a medium that is typically found in many simulation applications virtually or regulated 

in reality. Simulators enable a user to experience without a cause-effect burden. One famous 

example of the simulators is described in next section. 

This kind of captology is powerful because it is not only trying to induce people to do a target 

behavior but also to let them experience it and then decide. The following sections introduce 

three important concepts in persuasive technology, which is used in the design process of the 

musical hand shaker (MHS): object simulation, the Fogg behavior model, Simplicity, and an eight 

step design process. 
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2.3.1.2. Object simulation 

The idea of object simulation suggests creating a substitutable simulator and makes a user 

experience a manipulated situation by an object in reality [32, p77]. A well known example of 

object simulation is an infant simulator in the project, “Baby Think It Over,” that is devised to 

prevent teenage pregnancy [32, p78, 38]. The Infant simulator is devised to prevent teenage 

pregnancy by letting teenagers experience a parent’s role; caring for an infant simulator for a 

certain period. De Anda concluded that the ‘baby-think-it-over’ project gained a huge 

educational effect in changing teenagers’ perception about baby care and their future plan [38]. 

The point is that experience is acquired through real situation so that the knowledge based on 

the experience is much more practical and durable than the knowledge acquired by the other 

methods.  

The MHS can be seen as an object simulation in the view that MHS purposes that people 

experience sustainable activity by the MHS and then they get educated in its benefit from the 

experience such as saving paper, self-fulfillment by pro-environmental behavior, and enjoyment 

with system additionally. In that vein, object simulations gave theoretical reason why it can be 

powerful in persuading people.  

2.3.1.3. Fogg Behavior Model 

As persuasive technology advances, its theoretical basis becomes important. Persuasive product 

designers need to understand the principle of formation of human behaviors.  

B.J. Fogg gave an essential theoretical framework about human behavior, Fogg behavior model 

(FBM) [3]. This is about how a user forms a target behavior. The FBM entails three factors for 

achieving a target behavior: motivation, triggers, and simplicity elements. In designing a 

persuasive system, the success of the system is decided by how conveniently the user can cross 

the behavior activation thresholds of the above three factors. The details of three factors were 

described as follows. 

The first factor is motivation. The inherent motivators of humans usually exist among three 

dimensions: pleasure and pain, hope and fear, and social acceptance and rejection. Among them, 

‘hope’ can be a strong positive motivator, ethically recommended. 

Another factor is triggers. Designers are apt to forget triggers. Fogg advices that if designers 

think that motivation and simplicity factors are in place but still the intended target behavior 

does not occur, they should check the absence or inappropriate use of triggers. A successful 

example of well-timed triggering is the ‘email notification system’ of Facebook. It encourages 

people to visit Facebook again by notifying recent posts and friends’ birthday via email. Fogg 

specifies the roles of a trigger into three different types: spark, facilitator, and signal [3].  There is 

a case that every requirement was given to people and they only need to be sparked. If people 

were unable to use the system, the system needs a trigger of ‘facilitator’. When every condition 

was perfect but the users just do not know when to start, the system just needs to give a signal 

to remind people. Fogg said in his book [31] that technology matured enough so that the 

technology of smart phone and the internet enabled and stimulate the development of 

persuasive technology. He emphasizes the importance of the trigger, saying “Technology 
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interventions that require only a trigger are the easiest to create and the most likely to succeed” 

[3].  

The last factor is ‘Simplicity elements’. The Simplicity means making the use-situation of the 

system easy enough for users to enhance their ability to do a task. Since laziness is one of the 

human nature, making systems simple can raise the use-ability of users [3]. Major elements of 

simplicity are like the following: money, time, physical effort, brain cycles, social deviance, and 

non-routine [3][36]. A well known example of simplicity is ‘one click purchase’ system in online 

stores. The system enables people to purchase a product with only one mouse click, which 

reduced the complicated intermediate procedures between selection and order. The one click 

system is the result of designer’s consideration on the resource of ‘Time’. Fogg stressed 

“Simplicity has a function of saving a person’s scarcest resource at the moment a behavior is 

triggered” [3]. Two keys to the design of a successful persuasive system are finding the scarcest 

resource, which deters user from achieving a target behavior, and finding a solution at the 

lowest cost. 

2.3.1.4. A eight step design process 

Fogg recommends an eight-step design process as a design strategy for persuasive system [13]. 

The eight-step design process stresses the need of repeating the rapid prototype design and 

evaluation. Fogg emphasized that it is important that design evolves by getting feedback from 

users regardless of the design’s success or failures [13]. This is because the experiences of 

evaluations enhance knowledge of in-situ use of the prototype, and the feedback from users can 

help the understanding on the behavior of target user. He advises to start a design evaluation in 

a small scale and then expand it with variations. This gradual iterative process brings you to a 

consequential successful result. He argues that undertaking subsequent small successes is much 

more valuable than big and long-term taking failure.  

Here follows the specification of the eight steps that Fogg guides for designers [13].  

 “Step 1. Choose simple behavior to target”  
He advises for choosing a target behavior that starts from a small activity like ‘stretching 20 

seconds’. Later, you can extend the simple activity to more complex one.  

“Step 2. Choose receptive audiences” 

He insists that finding a receptive audience helps intervention design at the initial stage. Later 

the designer can expand the target audience to a rigid group of audiences. 

“Step 3. Find what is preventing the target behavior.” 

The FBM can be applied on this step. He emphasizes to find the obstacles that prevent the target 

behavior. Those obstacles can be: i) Lack of motivation, ii) Lack of ability, and iii) Lack of a well-

timed trigger.  

“Step 4. Choose an appropriate technology channel” 
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This step tends to be decided by the previous three steps. Finding an appropriate channel is 

taken for granted. One advice is to avoid educating a new channel to the users since there is a 

huge risk to fail since the human learning system usually learns one concept at a time. Asking 

users to learn a new interface and at the same time, do a new behavior is not easily manageable 

to everybody. 

“Step 5. Find relevant examples of persuasive technology” 

He recommends that the persuasive designer should find at least nine examples in three 

categories to learn: having the similar behavioral goal, having the similar kind of audience group, 

and the similar kind of persuasive technology. 

“Step 6. Imitate successful examples” 

Since there are many successful persuasive system examples, the persuasive interaction 

designers can learn from those good examples. He suggests imitating successful examples and 

differentiating from those examples by finding an inherent character of your system. 

“Step 7. Test & iterate quickly” 

He addresses the importance of rapid iterative development of prototyping and testing. 

“Step 8. Expand on success” 

Finally, he recommends expanding the small successful persuasive designs toward a wider goal 

and audiences and more complicated target behaviors.  

In summary, the theoretical basis and strategy in persuasive technology helped use a computer 

device for behavioral changes. The Fogg behavior model suggests that the use of an object 

simulation can be an effective tool to reflect perception and intention of human beings. Also, the 

behavior model provides a basic framework about human behavior formation and how to 

encourage a target behavior. The experiments of the MHS were conducted based mainly on the 

theories in this section.   
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Chapter3. Experiment Design 
3.1. Inspiration for the idea of Musical Hand Shaker  

In the past, one of my friends said, “If people shake their hands a few times more, they do not 

need to use that many hand towels. It’s waste of papers.” I have never thought that way so that 

her observation was impressive to me. Her idea revisited me when selecting thesis topics and it 

looked interesting to devise a computer system to make a person shake his/her hands for saving 

paper towels. Another inspiration came from Tekniska museet9 at Stockholm. There was an 

infrared musical instrument; the infrared musical instrument has an infrared source on the 

ceiling and a receiver on the ground. It played a note of ‘Fur Elise’ whenever my hand passed 

between two sensors. Playing ‘Fur Elise’ with a hand amused me. Their idea that use of an 

infrared sensor with music was applied to the previous idea: positioning sensors near the water 

basin and play a note whenever a user shakes hands. Through the development process of 

hardware and software, a sensor system was created, which later served as the initial prototype 

of the musical hand shaker (MHS). 

3.2. Initial prototype development in hardware and software 

3.2.1. Hardware configuration 

At the beginning, the design of the sensor system was much more extensive like in above figure 

4, having a display and a speaker together in the system. However, after the realization of many 

restrictions on project resources in budget and time, the prototype was optimized to have one 

water sensor and two motion sensors: the water sensor to catch the vibration on pipe, which 

lets the system know that a user has finished washing their hands so that the motion sensors 

can be ready for hands shaking, and the two motion sensors to sense hands shaking send the 

data for the system to play music. Two kinds of sensors were connected to a computer through 

a Wasa board. The Wasa Boards is a board containing a microprocessor, small sensors and thus 

provides interfaces to convey sensor data to the computer. [35] 

                                                      
9 Tekniska museet homepage: http://www.tekniskamuseet.se/1/start_en.html 

FIGURE 4.  INITIAL DESIGN CONCEPT OF MUSICAL HAND SHAKER 
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The prototype was only implemented on core functions: sensing the water stop and then playing 

music when it detects hands shaking. However, repeated experiments reveal that the vibration 

sensor was affected easily by the surrounding environment. The data trend altered according to 

the thickness of the metal pipe or the environment like pipe vibration coming from upstairs. In 

order to start the persuasive design process, the best solution seemed to take out the vibration 

sensor, and then give the role to the human evaluator.  

The final version of the prototype has two motion 

sensors, one speaker, one Wasa board, and one 

notebook computer. The signals from both sensors 

are displayed as shown in figure 5.  Each sensor 

captures each hands motion. 

Figure 5 shows one hand shaking (the upper graph) 

and the other (the lower graph) being still. X axis is 

time and Y axis is the distance from the sensor 

indicated by the unit LSB, which stands for ‘least 

significant bit’. This graphs indicated the intensity of 

how fast the hand motions are checked by x and y 

axes and the distance from the sensor was checked 

by y axis. Those data were used for volume 

adjustment. 

3.2.2. Software configuration 

The final application simply played music according to the data from the sensors, which indicate 

the intensity of hand shaking. One consideration about software was what contents will be the 

best to convey to users to attract them to join the target behavior, shaking hands. There were 

various choices instead of music: a narrative, news, gold sayings, or humors of the day. However, 

music seems the most influential medium to touch human emotion. Therefore, it was decided to 

have music as a motivational medium.  

Also, the level of volume was controlled by the data indicating the distance of the user’s hand 

from the sensors or the strength of hand waving. Through an iterative design process, it was 

discovered that participants never captured the idea that the intensity of hand shaking changed 

the volume. Therefore, the volume adjustment was decided to be only controlled by the 

distance from the motion sensor. 

In summary, the core function was developed through this hardware software development 

process, which is when the user shake hands in front of the sensors, the system play music. This 

paper will not go further on this hardware and software development process. The reason is that 

the focus of this paper is persuasive design process through evaluation rather than 

technological challenging discourse. The MHS is expected to play the role of a fun and effective 

persuader for saving hand towel. The scenario in the next section describe well the use situation 

of the MHS. 

3.3. The Scenario for the MHS 

FIGURE 5.  THE FLOW OF THE SIGNAL FROM MOTION 

SENSOR 
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The section explains the scenario that reflects the designer’s expectation. This scenario was 

created to share the idea of the MHS with other colleagues who helped with the experiments. 

The scenario was described about the expected use situation of a user with the MHS, focusing 

following factors. 

1. The overall feeling of the user will be changed by the music and embodied interaction. 

2. The user’s embodied interaction would enhance the impact of persuasion, and that 

will be impressive enough to change long-term behavior pattern of the user. 

The repeated embodied interaction represents the ‘affective loop’, which was mentioned in the 

section of affective interaction.  

 A scenario of Annika Jensen 

 Annika Jensen is a young working woman, 36 years old. She visits a restroom, feeling tired after 

3hours of shopping today.  

She comes toward one of water basins to wash her hands. As she washes her hands and finds a 

poster on the mirror. She reads the poster and sees two little flowers near the water knob. In 

the poster, the little smiling bird tells her to shake her hands with him for 30 seconds and save 

paper towels. She likes the small bird’s suggestion. Also, she is curious about the identity of 

green and red flowers, as well as how only 30 seconds can make her save paper towels. 

She tries to shake her hands near the flowers like it is shown in the poster. A sudden voice of a 

guy surprises her and asks to keep shaking and to enjoy the music with that the music plays. She 

finds that listing to the music makes her relaxed and refreshed. She wants that to continue. 

When she slightly stops the speed of shaking her hands, the music suddenly stops as well. She is 

little embarrassed and resumes shaking fast. The music corresponds by resuming. She finds it is 

amusing.  She tries shaking in different ways such as coming close to and away from the flowers. 

Then she recognizes the volume gets louder or quitter according to distance of her hands from 

the flowers. She says “Aha”, nodding. 

Now, she feels confident enough to explore this new activity. She shakes hands like a conductor, 

and repeating waving her hands along the rhythm; she focuses on the music and feels refreshed 

and peaceful.  

The man’s returns, saying, “thank you and you did a green activity” with a round of applause. 

The unexpected praise and applause makes her feel great. She laughs aloud. Though she wants 

to do again, she sees the others waiting for their turn. 

She wears her bag to leave the restroom. She realizes that her hands are dried up so that she 

does not need to use paper towel at all. She says, “Wow, it’s cool.” She has never thought in the 

way that with only shaking hands, her hand would become dried up. She thinks she will shake 

hands next time instead of using paper towels. 
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One month later… 

She visits a toilet and smiles, reminding the memory of shaking her hands with the little birds. 

She spontaneously strongly shakes off her hands several times, and she pulls out only a paper 

towel to completely dry up her hands. 

With this imagery of a use situation, three evaluations were broadly planned. The next section 

discuss what was the focus and values in the design and evaluation of the MHS. 

3.4. Experiment plan 

The focus of experiments: Evaluation of the MHS 

Fogg states that ‘simplicity’ is seeking the solution that meets the minimum requirement at the 

lowest cost [3]. This concept about simplicity became clearer as going through the design 

process. The user’s minimum requirement for satisfaction should be sought without costly 

changes or an emotional burden of achieving the target behavior. Therefore, experiments were 

conducted focusing on the followings: 

The persuasive qualities of the MHS  

The persuasiveness of the MHS was evaluated on five qualities of the MHS through the evolving 

design process. The following is the list of qualities and how they were measured: 

i. Checking if emotional change is achieved. Observing users’ facial expressions and an 

interview answered this. This is a simple question but it is significant in that positive 

emotion can bring about a consequent target action. 

ii. Checking if there is behavioral change. Changing behavior seems to be achieved in two 

ways: One is the momentary change by having fun being forced by the outside pressure. 

Another is long term changes, which can be achieved by influencing one’s awareness. 

The study aim was at achieving the momentary changes primarily. Long term changes 

were measured twice by post-interviews and questionnaires with a group of participants. 

It reflects the persistency of the increased sustainable awareness of participants. There 

was an expectation that the awareness raised from embodied affective interaction 

would last longer in the users’ memory than only exposure to the visual ads.  

iii. Finding motivators and triggers. Entertainment by music and embodied activity in the 

MHS served as a core motivator that made the user continue performing the target 

action. First, it was desirable to check whether this motivator worked well. Furthermore, 

the design process aims to find the other motivators and triggers that helped the user to 

take an action. 

iv. Understandability is about how much easily people understand the usage of the MHS. 

This quality indicates the usability of the MSH. It was assessed through observation and 

questionnaires. The system was intended to be self-explanatory so that the users were 

able to understand how to use it without a human guide. However, inducing the user to 
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shake hands is not easy in general and even harder if the user feel the gesture is 

awkward and unfamiliar. 

v. The recognition of the sustainable goal of the MHS and the increase of environmental 

awareness was gauged through observation and interview. Explicit expressions during 

interaction or interview and questionnaire right after the experiments were examined to 

evaluate the users’ awareness of the sustainable goal of the experiment. 

In the design process of the MHS, the experiment adopted Fogg’s persuasive theories. The 

theory driven design had been applied on the first prototype of the MHS. No attempt was made 

to change the core function of hardware and software of the MHS because it was too time-

consuming. Therefore, the iterative design process puts more emphasis on the evaluation of 

persuasive design of the MHS. Most of the effort laid on creating the setting of MHS that 

maximize the effect of core functions based on the persuasive technology theories: major work 

of those are to engage user’s eye and ear to the interaction with the MHS.  

Evaluations were carried out to observe the persuasive impact of the MHS. With the help of 

participants’ feedback and observation, the issues of the MHS prototype at one level were found 

and the design of the prototype was improved. This leads to the next level of design evaluation 

and improvement. The whole design process has four rounds of evaluation and prototype 

improvement. Then, the Fogg behavior model was used in the course of finding a solution [3]. 

The solution on every level was sought in the range where it didn’t change the core function of 

the MHS. The visual and auditory guides were designed to resolve the problems of the MHS 

prototype. Fogg’s eight steps were applied to this design process [19].  

The first eight steps of design process of MHS 

As mentioned in the methods section, the MHS design process followed the strategy of looping 

the eight steps of design process. Here, we defined the initial eight steps of the MHS:  

Step 1 was choosing a target behavior. The target behavior was defined as ‘shake one’s hands to 

the music for 30 seconds.’ This is a relatively simple behavior. There was an additional action 

after taking out the vibration sensors; the MHS needs for the user to perform an additional 

action of blocking the sensors for 5 seconds to signal the system as shown in figure 13. By 

getting the signal the computer starts to receive data from the motion sensors. However, this 

additional action was soon removed after the first evaluation because users were confused with 

performing two new actions.  

Step 2 was finding appropriate audiences. English speakers were chosen as the target audience 

since the instruction and guides were given in English. There were other considerations about 

characteristics like tech-savvy, age, nationality, and gender. Ethnographic observation revealed 

these characteristics of participant have little to do with their behavior. Therefore, the only 

requirement for target audiences was that they should read instructions and listen to messages 

in English. 
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Step 3 was finding the factors that avoid the target behavior. Obstacles hindering the target 

behavior were not defined at the beginning of the evaluation but these were revealed 

throughout the evolving process. They were found by checking whether the design lacks 

motivators, simplicity factors, or triggers.  

Step 4 was choosing a technology channel that was suitable for users. Since the first prototype in 

hardware and software development had been finished, the major technology channel was fixed 

as an embodied sound interface. Fogg recommended not using new technologies that users 

need to learn [19]. Interacting with a sensor system might be a new channel for users but the 

target activity was learned naturally and easily. The activity, ‘shaking hands in front of sensors 

was not difficult at all to learn in a short time. However, there still was a concern about how to 

guide users to start this action. To guide properly, additional channels like voice announcement 

or visual aids were added to the MHS. 

Step 5 was finding successful examples, which had properties in common with the current 

system. It was hard to find similar persuasive technology, since using sensor technology to 

persuade people is not often deployed. However, there were some projects that had some parts 

in common. One that had a similar target behavior was the one in Twinkly lights project [9]. 

Yvonne and her colleges intended to promote residents walk more in Twinkly lights project. They 

scattered twinkly lights on the ground along the path through the staircases. The lights blinked 

when the users stepped on them so that they lured the users to walk along the road toward the 

staircases rather than to the elevators. An art project in the article [41] could be considered as 

used the similar technology channel, music. The designers in the art project used music and 

lightning in order to make children run. However, it seems hard to learn from above projects as 

Fogg addressed, since these projects had too little resemblance with the MHS. 

 

Step 6, 7, and 8 aim to learn from the example, to repeat tests in small scale and after achieving 

success, gradually expand the design for a wider audience with a more complicated target action 

and utilize different technology channels. During iterative processes, the first four steps were 

mainly repeated with importance rather than the latter three steps.  

 

In summary, the discussion in this chapter was about the focus of the persuasive design of the 

MHS and its qualities. Fogg’s iterative eight step design process was used as the main design 

process strategy. The issues of the MHS were investigated through evaluations and the solutions 

were suggested by finding appropriate motivators or triggers based on the FBM. The following 

chapter describes how the design process was implemented. The core activity of the design 

process was finding the answers of steps 3 and 4. 
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Chapter4. Experiments 

4.1. Ethnographic observation and prior tests 

Ethnographic observation aims at reviewing the ordinary practice of handwashing in one 

restroom in the shopping mall, ‘Kista Galleria10’ in Solna. Previously, in the course of the sensor 

system development of the MHS sensor system, there was an initial observation to figure out 

the situation of hand wash in a restroom. In the observation, some people used only one paper, 

whereas another used at most 6 papers. When I tested by myself, two to three sheets of paper 

towels were needed if I did not shake hands. If I shook hands several times, one sheet of paper 

towel was sufficient to remove waters from my hands. 

It raises a question why people waste paper towels. Is it because they seriously need those sheets 

of papers or is it due to their habits of using papers touch?  

When it comes to the persuasive system design process of the MHS, the question came back to 

me and another observation session was performed to figure out people’s habits of using paper 

towels. There were 21 visitors for 26 minutes. This observation enhanced the understanding on 

how people act when they wash their hands and pull out the paper towels. Some came alone 

and the others came with friends; some left the restroom without washing hands but the others 

washed; some used the soap before damping their hands and the others used it after damping 

them. Most importantly, some shook their hands before pulled out paper towels but the others 

directly went and pulled out paper towels. 

Also, there was observation to find out the reason why people use a different number of paper 

towels. At first, I wondered if personal conditions like age and nationality might cause the 

difference. However, there was no way to determine unless a direct question was asked. Asking 

them their nationality and age seemed too rude and we cannot know whether they answer 

honestly or not. Anyway, the information were noted based on my assumption but when 

analyzed there was no correlation. Another question was whether conversation with friends or 

talking on the phone might influence the behavior of pulling out the paper towels. However, 

after the observation for a while, it was ruled out as well. Some used a lot even when alone, on 

the other hand, some pulled out only one sheet while talking with a friend. Those situational 

conditions seemed not to influence the number of sheets of paper towels. People seem 

unconsciously to pull out the paper towels, not depending on personal condition or the situation 

but depending on the personal habit. This first observation was done without interview. 

The second observation was conducted with a green poster with a sustainable message on the 

paper towel box. The green poster contained a simple message of ‘Save paper, Save tree. Your  

little action change world’, with a drawing of green tree. This kind of poster seems one common 

way of persuading people around us.  

                                                      
10 Kista Galleria homepage:  http://www.kistagalleria.se/index/about/kista_galleria_in_english.htm 
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There were 16 visitors for 34 minutes. I had random informal interviews with participants. Some 

simple questions were asked; “Have you seen or read the poster?”, “What do you think this 

poster mean?”, “How many papers do you use to wipe out the water from your hands?”, and 

“Do you think this kind of poster would be helpful for people to save public resources like the 

paper towels in restroom?”  

In conclusion, one observation and a prior test and following interviews revealed that visual 

persuasion using a poster is not effective to change people’s habitual behavior. In total, 37 

persons were observed in the restroom: 21 before the poster is placed and 16 after that. Among 

them only 31 persons washed their hands. The result seemed to show that the poster does not 

make a big difference in people’s behavior.  

 Average number of papers used: 

1) Without the poster, 1.9 papers used per a person. 

2) With poster: 2 papers used per a person. 

In the analysis on above results, the record of short interviews gave a slight clue why the poster 

did not have enough impact on changing people’s behavior. Many people answered that they 

were aware the presence of a poster, but they did not read it. Some answered that they read and 

agree with the message but they just follow their habit of pulling out paper towels.  

In the interview, people commonly use a phrase of “I always use … papers”. One impressive 

comment was obtained by a girl who came with a friend. After interview leaving the restroom, 

she spoke aloud “You know, we see but we don't react.” She gave a hint that their behavior 

pattern would not be influenced by prior education on sustainability or the simple green poster. 

Her comment made me come to the conclusion that their learning from school, mass media, or 

visual ads would not bring enough impact on substantial behavioral changes. However, since 

short interviews and observation were insufficient to make a firm conclusion, an additional 

control group test was carried out as a simple pilot study with a control group of seven 

participants. 

4.2. Control group test 

A control test was conducted to compare the effectiveness of 

persuasion between using visual materials alone and using 

sound embodied interaction. As mentioned, the musical hand 

shaker (MHS) was designed to provide mainly a sound-based 

embodied interaction experience for the purpose of prompting 

pro-environmental behavior in public.  

 

The reason behind this test was that green posters are 

commonly used for the same purpose in public places. To 

compare the impact of the MHS with the case of a green 

poster, a test of the poster’s effectiveness should be done 

beforehand. For the test, a green poster was placed on the FIGURE 6.  THE PAPER TOWEL CONTAINER 

HAVING A GREEN POSTER ON IT 
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paper towel box as shown in figure 6 and the participants were asked to wash their hands as 

usual under observation. They did it alone or chatting with a friend. Finally, they were asked to 

answer questionnaires. There were seven participants; all of them were college students 

consisting of three male and four female students.  

The control test enabled the gain of valuable data from interviews and questionnaires. Five out 

of seven participants were not aware of the presence of the poster or even though they knew its 

presence, they did not read the message. The remaining two participants read the poster and 

cared about its message, but they finally did not make any change on their behavior and used 

paper towels as usual. Another short interview, which was performed two weeks after the pilot 

test, revealed that the memory of the control test influenced only one participant who answered 

that she recalled the memory two or three times only for three days right after the experiment 

when she washed her hands. Considering she visits the restroom more than 10 times a day, the 

percentage of remember seems very small. 

In conclusion, this control test revealed that green posters in restrooms have little influence on 

changing behavior. Also, the experiment shows that it is hard to catch people’s attention with 

posters in public places. Furthermore, the memory of it did not last long. Later on the results 

chapter, this result was compared to the result of post-test influence in the second evaluation. 

However, we need to consider that the sample size is too small to make meaningful analysis so 

that the result could be altered with a huge size of samples. 

4.3. Evolving design of the MHS 

Three evaluations were conducted to evolve the design process of the MHS. Each evaluation 

basically included development of usability and affordance of the MHS at its initial stage. While 

having a series of evaluations, the focus changed to the design qualities for persuasion, 

introduced in the literature review: attractiveness, simplicity from the concept of raising the 

ability of users, fun factors, and increasing a positive emotion to build an impressive experience. 

The same test procedure and placement of the MHS were carried out in every evaluation so that 

it will be described once to avoid redundancy. Also, the concern of choosing participants is 

needed to mention in advance. We discuss those below to avoid redundant explanation. 

4.3.1. Common setting and overview of whole process 

Procedure of test 

In the experiments, the participants were not informed about the aim of the experiment at all. 

This was because the hypothesis was that participants recognize the aim by the interaction with 

the MHS and it was thought that that kind of recognition would persist longer than being 

thought. Tests were conducted one by one. For a test, one participant was asked to wash his/her 

hands and follow the instruction. After finishing the task, he or she had a short interview and 

then answered the questionnaire. Depending on his/her permission, the activity and interview 

were video-recorded. 

 

Placement of the MHS  
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The figures below were taken in the last experiment at Kista Galleria shopping mall. The 

placement of the MHS was not changed much throughout all evaluations. 

 
FIGURE 7.  THE MHS AT FINAL OUTDOOR EVALUATION 

 
FIGURE 8.  PLAYING WITH THE MHS 

Two motion sensors of the MHS were placed on the wall upward over the water basin and hid 

the connected computer with the sensor module. The fundamental function of the MHS, sensing 

handshaking, has not been changed during experiments. Exchangeable factors like genre of 

music, guiding voice messages, and visual aid, such as a poster, were created, changed, and 

tested. There was a need to inform people how to shake and why they needed it. For this, a 

screen display with an animation or emoticon seemed effective to catch people’s eyes but the 

budget was not affordable. Instead, an instruction poster was used. 

Concern about choosing participants 

Testing various age groups enabled the author to know which group was best suited for 

persuasion with technology. In the beginning, everybody was target users. As the design process 

was evolving, tests tried to focus only on women in their teens to thirties since they were 

considered more inquisitive and tech-savvy. Therefore, the MHS was designed to best suit that 

generation by making the poster cute and colorful. In the outdoor experiment, however, all 

women from teens to fifties were welcomed as target users because it was not possible to stop 

visitors from using the MHS. 

Since the author, a female student, cannot enter the men’s room, males did not participate in 

the laboratory experiment. However, many male participants were invited in the first evaluation 

and control test. 

In the following sections, all evaluations are presented. Every evaluation section consists of i) a 

short summary of the changes of the MHS; what was modified and prepared for the evaluation 

and how many participants there were, ii) results analysis on the evaluation, which entails the 

particularity and issues from the observation and how to implement the MHS for the next 

evaluation, and iii) with a short summary of the evaluation on the step, it moves to the next 

evaluation.  

Before moving to the evaluation, to help understanding about the whole process, the figure 9 

depicted about what fundamental changes has been done along the process.
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FIGURE 9.  THE PROGRESS OF PERSUASIVE DESIGN
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4.3.2. The first evaluation  

The first evaluation session greatly contributed to enhancing the usability and affordance of the 

MHS as well as the recognition of the goal of 

the MHS.  

This evaluation consists of two small scales of 

tests, test 1 (4 participants) and test 2 (5 

participants). Test 1 was performed to see if 

the MHS was self-explanatory; the 

instruction message was placed on the mirror 

as shown in figure 10. The test examined that 

participants could understand the instruction 

message easily. Also, it gauged if the MHS 

could make participants understand the goal 

of the system only by one’s experience of 

interaction and not by explicit cues. Test 2 

was performed to test the recognition of the 

goal of the MHS using a poster; a green 

poster was placed to compare with test 1 as 

shown in figure 11.  

Through test 1 and test 2, the design qualities 

were assessed from three different 

perspectives such as: users-centered design, 

affective interaction, and persuasive 

interaction. The result analysis below describes about those. 

Result analysis 

User-centered design issues 

Usability and affordance of the MHS were importantly treated in this stage from the user-

centered view. There were two issues with regard to the instruction messages on the usage of 

the MHS and giving signals to start and end the interaction with the system.  

The first issue was about an instruction message, which contained how to give a starting signal 

to the computer and what the users were expected to do. In creating a message, the user’s point 

of view was fairly important in order to enhance interpretability and the understanding of the 

users, for example, trivial spelling mistakes can make the participants confused and misled. 

Through the first evaluation, the message was corrected toward a more user centered view. 

There is a tradeoff between a long instruction, and a short one. Since all participants are novice 

users when they experience the MHS for the first time, the message had to be detailed which 

made the message unavoidably lengthy. However, at the same time, the message had to be 

short and clear since people tend to read inattentively or skip it if it is too long. Also, once 

participants experienced the MHS, they were comfortable and did not require seeing the 

instructions again. It was tricky to balance out between detail and length of the instruction.  

 

 

FIGURE 11.  THE POSTER IN TEST 2 

FIGURE 10.  THE INSTRUCTION NOTE IN TEST 1 
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Another user-centered design issue was about giving appropriate signals. Attending the activity, 

participants were not sure when they had stop. Some continued to shake although their hands 

were already dry while others only shook once or twice. 

In practice, these tests until the third evaluation, there were malfunctions of the sensor system; 

there were intermittent system delays between the hands’ motion and the music play. 

Sometimes, a motion sensor seemed not to catch the hand motion at all as determined from the 

signal graph. Since this author lacked experience with hardware works, all effort to recover the 

malfunction was sought in the software rather than the hardware. The reason of the 

malfunction was not discovered until two sensors burnt one day after the second evaluation, 

which was presumed to be a short circuit due to water according to a colleague, a hardware 

engineer. After replacing the sensors with new ones, all delay related issues disappeared. 

Design assessment from the view of affective interaction 

The most significant task in this session was to confirm whether or not participants showed 

positive emotional shift after the interaction with the MHS. It turned out that they had 

emotional changes. Participants answered that they were influenced by the music from the MHS. 

In the questionnaire, they marked the words such as “peaceful”, “fun”, “refresh”, “interesting”, 

“novel”, and “curious”. One interesting finding was that participants were assorted into two 

groups: one group consisted of those who enjoyed the music while handshaking and another 

group consisted of those who were serious to think over what the experiment meant and how 

the MHS works. The members of the first group, only, who experienced emotional shifts, 

answered they really enjoyed the music and felt fun, refreshed, and even peaceful. Whereas, the 

member of the second group answered that they did not feel any emotional shift, but they 

thought the system looked novel and interesting. When they mentioned about ‘novel’ or 

‘interesting’, it seems that the way they play music with their hands’ motion looked new and 

interesting to them. 

To sum up, overall emotions toward the MHS were more positive than the expectation of the 

author. Especially, using music as an attractive factor of the MHS was a wise choice. Even after 

the novelty effect disappears for revisiting users, music may have a power to attract them into 

interaction. Furthermore, music may motivate people to revisit.  

Design assessment from the view of persuasive interaction 

Two major issues were raised. First issue was about the difference between students and office 

workers when they answered the question, “how frequent will you use the MHS if it is placed in 

the restroom of offices or shopping mall near where you live?” Young participants – all were 

students in high schools or colleges- answered that they would try it again even though the 

system is placed in public places without the experimental purpose. On the other hand, older 

participants –most of them were employed- answered that they were not likely to use the MHS 

frequently, due to their busy life.  

Lack of time seemed a critical obstacle that lowers the availability of the office workers based on 

the Fogg behavior model. To cope with that, the MHS needed to be more attractive enough to 

intrigue the users’ interests. According to a participant, the MHS need to change the genre of 
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the music played in the first evaluation. At this evaluation, it was classical music, which seemed 

too gentle and boring to listen in the restroom. The music needed to be more refreshing and 

comforting and so it was changed to a soundtrack called ‘sound of Africa’. 

The second issue was about the instruction, which was related with usability as well. The 

instruction contained an important message that gave a signal to the computer to activate the 

motion sensing. To bring that action, an instruction was made, “Position your hands like the left 

picture for 10 seconds” and a picture, describing it graphically. From the view of the designer, 

the instruction looked so simple to follow. However, most participants asked to the observer for 

confirmation or acted wrong. This trial must have made it more complicated to use the MHS 

since the subjects had to conduct two new actions in sequence. This phenomenon valued on the 

simplicity principle [3] [36]. Finally, this action was removed, and an experimenter took the role, 

giving a signal to the computer. Also, to show it was automatically working, not by the 

experimenter behind, the method of ‘Wizard of OZ’ was exploited, which is explained in the 

method section [37]. 

Recognition of the aim of system 

The recognition of the aim of the MHS was regarded as significant when considering that the 

final goal was to raise the environmental awareness. As listed in the hypothesis, persuasion 

through affective interaction is completed when a user realizes the physical and psychological 

changes.  

In test 1, the design of the MHS aimed to bring the environmental awareness not by burdening 

the users with a serious green message but by providing a fun experience so that they can 

voluntarily do the conservation work. However, from the experience only, nobody was aware of 

the sustainable intention of the system. Participants guessed that the MHS was more for 

entertaining users with body motion and music. To increase the correlation between the 

handshaking and environmental awareness, the MHS had to give a more explicit message that it 

was about the environment as shown in figure 11. As a result, the green poster worked well. 60% 

of the participants succeeded in guessing that the aim was for saving papers and protecting the 

environment. However, there still was a problem. Participants recognized the goal by the poster, 

not by experience. Moreover, they had a hard time to grasp the idea that shaking hands made 

them to save hand towels. I contemplated on how to make a concrete and explicit link between 

embodied interaction and the intended goal of the system, and the solution came to me by a 

suggestion from a participant in the next evaluation.  
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4.3.3. The second evaluation 

Three major changes occurred to the MHS as 

shown in figure 10. First was the change in music 

genre into ‘Sound of Africa’. Second was the 

removal of the user action for signaling to 

computer. Third was to deliver the purpose of the 

MHS more explicitly and impressively. A message 

was put: “Take an action for the Green world” as 

shown in figure 12. The evaluation result showed 

how much participants were influenced by the 

modifications. Three participants were in this 

evaluation. 

Result analysis 

The second survey result showed overall improvement in the MHS. First, the new music got 

positive feedback from those who participated in the previous evaluation. Second, the given pro-

environmental poster gave the clear idea that their activity was for saving papers and the 

environment. However, participants still had difficulty in linking between their activities and the 

outcome of saving papers. A participant gave a feedback that the message should be more 

informational to be persuasive such as, “You can save 1000 trees if you shake your hands”. It 

seems influential but the design concept of the MHS was pursued to make people to raise the 

environmental awareness not by information but by fun and experience with their body 

movement. However, since her point has meant the MHS adopted the advice that made the 

message more direct: “Save paper towels”. Mentioned in next evaluation, this direct message 

solved the issue of the goal awareness. Third, the use of the Wizard of Oz method brought 

comfort for the participants by reducing the additional action of users: instead of the user, the 

experimenter signaled the system behind whenever the users finished washing. In addition, all 

participants were highly positive on the purpose of this experiment and some pointed out the 

educational potential of the MHS for children. Their favorable impression on the MHS linked to 

the answer, “I feel like I will remember this activity forever.” In addition, the repeated tests 

taught me that about 30 second duration is best for the shaking hands activity, which is not too 

long to make the users bored but is not too short to leave their hands wet. The important issues 

are discussed as follows. 

Finding a solution from the persuasive technique 

There were two critical issues in this stage. The participants still hesitated how to shake or when 

to start shaking hands.  

The first problem was how to shake. The providing poster seemed not to describe the intended 

target behavior well enough. The concern came that there should be something, which gives the 

participants a sense of security, doing the target activity together with them. I opted to have a 

social actor [32]; some participants and the author had a brainstorming session to bring out an 

idea what could be a guide to shake hands and cheer them up. The first brainstorming was about 

FIGURE 13.  THE POSTER IN THE SECOND 

EVALUATION 

FIGURE 12.  THE POSTER IN SECOND EVALUATION 
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what can force people to do a certain action in a restroom (Appendix D). Another brainstorming 

was about what motions would be similar to the shaking hands motion as shown in figure 13. 

 

FIGURE 13.  SECOND BRAINSTORMING TO FIND THE MOTIONS SIMILAR TO SHAKING HANDS 

Among many ideas, the idea of a fluttering bird looked intimate and the similar to the action of 

“shaking hands” and also it could be merged to the MHS without any hardware or software 

changes. It smoothly gave a hint to shake hands: just do like the bird fluttering. Also, the 

fluttering bird image seemed excellent to give a sense of intimacy to the people who looked 

embarrassed due to the unfamiliar hands movement. Therefore, the image of a cute blue bird 

was introduced to replace the green tree as shown in figure 14. In addition, a picture was 

attached that explicitly shows where to position both hands. 

Another problem was about when to start. The participants read the observer’s face to get the 

confirmation that they could start shaking now. It had to be exposed to them when the right 

moment was, but the writing on the poster could not contain more specific information. There 

was a need of a new way to deliver the signs of starting and ending points for the shaking hands 

activity so for that a voice announcement was added. ‘Suggestion technique’ was used for the 

voice announcement. Suggestion technique in persuasion technology emphasizes on timeliness. 

Fogg told: “A computer technology will have greater persuasive power if it offers suggestion at 

an opportune moment” [32, p41]. The audience of the MHS had to be guided exactly at the right 

moment, after washing and before leaving the place, and what they have to do. The two sensors 

were wrapped in red and green paper flower shape and a voice guide was located in the 

beginning: “Once you start shaking your hands in front of the flowers music will be played. Shake 

your hands off” and in the end, “Thanks for saving paper.” The voice guide could not be more 
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informational and detailed in a timely manner. In the very end, a round of applause was added 

to praise for the green activity, expecting that this little reward would make the participants feel 

proud of what they had done [32, p103]. All those ideas applied to the third version of the MHS. 

4.3.4. The third evaluation 

The third version of the MHS had a poster as 

shown in figure 14, having a smiling bird, as a social 

actor, a relatively progressive suggestion message, 

“Only 30 seconds to save paper towels” that 

revealed the correlation of the purpose of this 

system and the user activity of shaking hands. Also, 

it had a picture that showed where to position 

hands and a voice guide in the beginning and end 

including applause as a reward. There were three 

participants in this evaluation. Analysis is as follows. 

Result analysis 

All in all, the MSH certainly acquired positive emotional shifts. Two members out of three 

perceived the changes, the dryness of hands by shaking. All participants answered they 

understood well about what behaviors the MHS asked and what results the system was 

expecting. Figure 15 shows gradual improvement in understanding instructions and increase in 

recognition of the aim of activity, which was the goal of the MHS. The score indicates the 

average percentage of all participants’ understandability, with a scale of 0 for “hardly 

understood” 50 for “so so”, and 100 for “easy enough”. In evaluation 3, all three subjects 

answered “easy enough”.  

 

FIGURE 15.  THE GRADUAL IMPROVEMENT OF TWO DESIGN QUALITIES 

After this evaluation, we no longer assessed participants’ understanding on the instruction on 

the poster since every participants considered it easy enough. 

The observation revealed three problems, which prevented participants from being fully 

engaged with the MHS. One was that in their initial attempt, a participant tried to imitate the 

picture, keeping their hands still. Another was that they did not shake their hands enough to 
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FIGURE 14.  THE POSTER IN THIRD EVALUATION 
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avoid drying their hands with towels. Last, the poster still looked too wordy for people to catch 

the meaning at once. We added the word “fast” on the poster and the voice guide. Also, we took 

out unnecessary words and made the bird a little more animated. The next section discusses 

these changes in the final version of the MHS. 

4.3.5. Final outdoor evaluation 

The final version of the MHS made the most use of each carrier channel, sound and visual, to 

enhance the usability and bring the users into the designed affective interaction for the 

persuasive goal. 

The visual aid, the poster, pursued the best 

simplicity. At first, the words in the poster 

were intended to perform all the roles alone 

as mentioned in the first evaluation. In the 

last version, however, all these roles were 

distributed among voice guide, sound effect, 

and picture. The words only included essential 

information. The picture of shaking hands replaced effectively all words for expected motion and 

the drawing of the animated bird maximized visual the aid’s appeal with its friendly demeanor. 

The voice guide was very effective in alerting users to pay attention to the message and the 

poster again as well as cueing them at the right time. There are many visitors who interacted 

with the MSH but only 13 of them answered the questionnaire. 

Result analysis 

Attentional quality of sound interface 

At the beginning of the outdoor experiment, many visitors just glimpsed at the MHS but did not 

show special interest despite the extraordinary decorations near the water basin. We, the 

author and a friend, deliberately washed our hands to show them how the MHS worked or 

invited some visitors to wash their hands where the MHS was situated. The sudden music 

surprised most visitors, caught their attention and made them smile, needless to say to the 

current participant’s enjoyment. A group of visitors, in the line waiting for a vacant toilet, 

showed interests and some of them, teens, came near and played with the MHS shaking their 

hands. This phenomenon is considered to be ascribed to the ‘attentional quality of sound 

interface’ of the MHS that was hypothesized at the beginning of this study. This quality could not 

be checked in the laboratory experiments where only one user was invited and observed at a 

time. 

Consideration about two odd 

outcomes 

In the outdoor experiment, there were 

two different outcomes. First, the 

recognition of the aim of the MHS 

decreased as shown in figure 17. The 
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FIGURE 16.  THE POSTER IN OUTDOOR EVALUATION 

FIGURE 17.  THE RECOGNITION OF THE GOAL OF MHS 
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system performance and persuasive techniques in this version was best suited for the target 

users, but the outdoor experiment dropped the actual score for recognition. 

Considering the following facts, this seems natural: In the laboratory, we had very small samples: 

nine participants in evaluation 1, three in evaluation 2, and three in evaluation 3. That is not 

representative. Also, since they were chosen as receptive target audiences, the sample was well 

educated and more tech-savvy than an average sample would be. To make up for this 

unevenness, 13 random participants in the outdoor setting were judged to be more objective 

when compared to the previous evaluations. Also, the circumstances under the laboratory 

setting allowed the participants to focus better on the MHS than those who visited a crowded 

restroom in a mall with many distractive factors. Taking all these into consideration, 69% of the 

recognition can be more plausible and credible.  

Another issue is that in the outdoor experiments, almost negative impressions disappeared 

except one participant answered “feel stupid” and it is a waste of time (see figure 18). In the 

previous laboratory evaluation, “embarrassed”, “like a fool”, or “no changes” were found more 

often. This posed a question, “Why people did not give any negative feedback except time-

wasting although the sample became various?” It could be that those who had negative feelings 

did not try and only participants with favorable feelings approached to enjoy the MHS. 

 

FIGURE 18.  THE EMOTIONAL CHANGES BY THE INTERACTION WITH THE MHS 
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Chapter5. Result analysis 
5.1. Analysis from the view of ‘Fogg Behavior Model’ 

The Fogg behavior mode (FBM) explained that people reach the target behavior through a well 

manipulated combination of the fundamental factors: core motivation, simplicity factors, and 

triggers. In practice, the course of the design development was the process of simplifying the 

design of the MHS by adding, subtracting, and modifying triggers and motivations. The following 

is the analysis on how the three factors worked in the design of the MHS. This analysis is based 

on the feedback from 13 users in the outdoor evaluation. 

1. Core motivation  
There were two core motivations chosen by the participants: music and self-fulfillment. 

 First motivator was music. It was used to change a user’s mood to be amusing and 

refreshing. As mentioned in section 2.3.2.2 Fogg behavior model, music, as a motivator, 

is categorized on the dimension of ‘Pleasure’, by which the user get stimulated to do 

the target action [3].  

 Second motivator was self-fulfillment. The self-fulfillment comes from the activity, 

which conforms to social norm [21]. The message, ‘Save paper towels’ stimulated 

people to take part in the socially responsible behavior. This kind of message is seen to 

have a power for people who want to be a faithful member of this society. Therefore, 

this behavior can be regarded as a motivation that is classified on the dimension of 

Social Acceptance [3]. 

 
The first motivator was instilled in the design intentionally but the second motivator was 

founded by the users’ feedback. Most of participants answered the activity with the MHS was 

'fun' and 'interesting’. Also, 80% of the participants answered that the music was the major 

factor that changed their mood. 41.6% of the participants chose "The fact that I did a green 

activity" as another factor. This result of the questionnaire discovered that all participants were 

moved by music, and most importantly, their overall emotional changes were positive (reference 

to the questionnaire in Appendix b). Below in figure 19 is the participants’ opinion from the last 

outdoor experiment: participants’ overall impression on the interaction with the MHS and what 

makes them feel that way. 

 

FIGURE 19.  THE MAJOR FACTORS THAT INFLUENCE USERS'  EMOTIONAL CHANGES 
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The series of tests indicate that the musical interface is certainly effective in amusing people and 

engaging them into the MHS. The analysis allows me to answer affirmative for the first research 

question, ‘Does the embodied sound interface play a suitable role to arouse positive emotion 

and induce people to do an intended action?’ and the answer is ‘Yes’. As the survey indicates, it 

is obvious that the music was the main driver for participants to carry out the intended activity 

and change users’ emotions. We can think that the inherent qualities of music might be 

insufficient to make the participants feel ‘it is fun’ or ‘it is interesting’. However, when the music 

is accompanied with body movement, the whole interaction with the system certainly brings fun 

and interests to people. This argument is supported by some participants’ view that they felt 

their activity like ‘dancing’. 

2. Simplicity factors  
As introduced in the literature review, there are six simplicity factors of the Fogg behavior model: 

time, money, physical effort, brain cycle, social deviance, and non-routine [3]. In the MHS design, 

two main obstacles toward the target behavior were: time and embarrassment. Time was 

considered the most limited resource for lots of visitors. Also, a few people felt embarrassed 

doing the activity of shaking hands. Discussion below describes the issue of time and 

embarrassment issues and solutions. 

 Time: in the laboratory setting, some participants, usually office workers, answered that 

they are not likely to use the MHS frequently in their daily life. They cited being too busy as 

the primary reason for not performing the target behavior. In the outdoor experiment, this 

appeared so explicitly. Some participants, when asked to participate, did not respond 

positively and hurried out without doing in any interview or questionnaires. They made 

excuses that they had friends waiting outside or it was reserved time for the movie. The 

author contemplated the ways to compensate for that, but were not able to anything other 

than making the contents of the MHS more attractive to pique users’ interests; instead of 

current exotic music of ‘the sound of Africa’, we can use the major visitor’s favorite song so 

that make the visitor stay longer. Another alternative can be a funny story or the day’s 

golden saying. Those ideas were not tried this time, but can be measured to increase 

participation. Those are discussed in future work later. 

 Embarrassment is another obstacle for a few persons. The 

target activity, ‘shaking hands in the air for a while’ was an 

unfamiliar action for most people, even for those who 

habitually shake hands once or twice after washing. 

Although there were a few people who expressed this 

awkwardness, saying that they felt embarrassed and feared 

to look like a fool. Fogg used the term of ‘social deviance’ to 

describe those behaviors, that tend to be socially 

unacceptable or violating the social norm. Although 

embarrassment is not exactly the social deviance what Fogg 

meant but in a broad sense the activity of hand shaking 

could belong to the behaviors that people feel to avoid due to the eyes of the others; weird 

looking or awkward action would make users feel socially deviated. In the third evaluation, a 

FIGURE 20.  DYNAMIC FLUTTERING BIRD 
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social actor, the blue bird, was introduced to reduce the social deviated feeling. It was 

intended to make the user feel comfort since the cute bird was doing the same action, 

shaking its wing, together with the user. However, it might not be seen as shaking wings. 

Therefore the author changed it to a more dynamical flutter of its wing and to say, “Shake 

your hands with me” like in figure 20. It certainly influenced in a way when considering that 

27% the participants answered, “the poster was pretty” for the question what influenced to 

change your emotion (see question number3 in appendix B). Although the bird might not 

completely get rid of the embarrassment, it must have increased the intimacy with the MHS 

to some extent. 

 

3. Triggers 
Positioning triggers in the right time and place was important in this project. In every iterative 

step, design was developed by introducing new triggers. The book of “Persuasive technology” 

gave the theoretical basis for finding triggers in the system [32]. It introduces many techniques 

to stimulate human interests. Two useful persuasive techniques from the book were applied to 

the MHS: suggestion technique and physical cue. 

The intervention by voice announcement was used as a suggestion technique. The audio clip was 

played right after people turned off the faucet which regained their attention on the poster. 

Fogg claims that physical attractiveness appeals to people by halo effect [32, p93]. Halo effect is 

a tendency for people to think that physical attractiveness of a person or animal character is 

equivalent to his or her inner quality. Hence, we adopted an image of a blue bird, which is cute 

and smiling, hoping that people assimilate the kindhearted look of the bird to the the MHS. It 

seemed to work as my colleague and I witnessed people smiled when they saw the image of the 

bird. 

5.2. The impacts of the MHS in comparison to control test of the green poster. 

As mentioned in control test section, we had a post-test interview for the three participants who 

were aware the presence of the green poster. For the comparison with the MHS, four 

participants from the second evaluation and three from the third evolution were interviewed 

again two week later. On the tests, all participants in the control test and the evaluations were 

asked how long they will remember this experiment or how long the awareness of ‘saving paper 

towels’ will remain with them? Only one person from the control group answered that she 

would remember the poster a day or a week but actually she remembered it two or three times 

for three days. The others who answered less than a day actually did not remember at all. Unlike 

the participants in the control test, most participants in the third evaluation answered that they 

will remember it ‘forever’. Given the answers, I actually expected that the impact of the MHS 

would be significant but the results turned out lower. They answered that they remembered the 

experience with the MHS mainly when pulling out paper towels in the restroom. We asked how 

many times they remembered the experience with the MHS out of the total number of visits for 

two weeks after the experiment. They recalled the experience on 46% of their visits and decided 

to save paper towels 72% of those times they remembered. When considering the total number 

of visits, on 30% of the cases, the experience induced the participants to save paper towels. Here 
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is the result on behavioral impact by each test for two weeks right after the experiment. The fact 

that durability of remembering the MHS reached 46% is noteworthy, especially compared to the 

control group result shown in figure 21. 

 Remembrance of the experience changing behavior 

Control group 4.3% (2 or 3 times for about 3days) 0% 

MHS group 46% 30% 

FIGURE 21.  A  COMPARISION BETWEEN  THE IMPACTS OF CONTROL GROUP AND THE MHS GROUP  

Also, the observation that 30% of the times the participants remembered the experience with 

the MHS and made them act differently shows the effectiveness eliciting actual behavioral 

changes; once they remembered the experience, 72% of them changed their action to save 

papers which is a highly positive result. However, it should be noted that the behavioral changes 

were counted only for two weeks so that if the period becomes lengthy, the percentages could 

decrease.  

 

In summary, the analysis has discovered that the MHS design exploiting a model and a strategy 

in persuasive technology increase the impact to users. The comparison of the results between 

the MHS and control test support the potential of the MHS.  
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Chapter6. Discussion 
This study has shown that an embodied sound interface can be effective for persuasion in 

crowded places. The Musical Hand Shaker (MHS) was designed as a simulator that uses music as 

a motivator to persuade people to do a green deed by saving paper towels. This study focuses 

on the persuasive development of an interactive system. The literature review contains the 

background knowledge on ambient interface, affective interaction and persuasive technology. 

Especially, persuasive technology was studied thoroughly. Two theories from persuasive 

technology were used in depth; persuasive design strategy and the Fogg behavior model were 

applied in the MHS persuasive design process. Each small scale evaluation on the design enabled 

a quick feedback from the target audience and this led to the next design step. When it reached 

its last stage of evaluation, the MHS design was markedly more persuasive. 

To summarize, the paper explored i) whether or not the embodied sound interface invokes 

positive emotion in order to bring out the intended action, ii) what factors induce people to act  

out the target behavior, and iii) whether the interaction experience remains longer in the users’ 

memory. 

 

For the first question, the interface in the MHS certainly invoked positive emotion to the 

participants at least to a certain extent. Analysis of the result in the outdoor evaluation (13 

participants) showed that 80% of the users felt ‘it was fun’, 60% felt ‘it was interesting’ and 42% 

felt ‘refreshed’. This change was achieved by factors such as music, self-fulfillment, amusement 

of handshaking, and fascination in new technology. The experience of the MHS let most users 

reconsider environmental issues and many of them answered it raised their awareness of saving 

paper. 

For the second question, the finding is that well-designed persuasive motivators or triggers were 

highly effective in driving participants to do a certain behavior. They were clear-cut instructions, 

intimacy, and amusing interactions through gesture and music in the MHS design.  

For the third question, since the goal of the MHS was raising environmental awareness in the 

use of hand towels, the answer also implied whether the MHS was a success or not. In the third 

evaluation, it peaked reaching 100% (3 participants) but dropped to 69% afterwards in outdoor 

evaluation (13 participants). However, 69% is a rather high number considering that it was done 

in a crowded restroom and the diversity of participants. In recollection of the MHS experience, 

the impact of the MHS, 46%, (total 4 participants) is assessed higher compared to the result of 

the control group (7 participants), which was too low to express in numbers. When it comes to 

actual behavioral changes, it is highly preferable that 72% among 46% of those who 

remembered have changed their behavior although it only for two weeks after the experiment, 

a relatively short period. Although it is hasty to generalize the result with such a small sample 

size, one interpretation for that result would be that once the interaction with embodied sound 

application is memorable to a user, there is a high likelihood of change in the user’s behavior. 

This experimental finding needs to be checked for a long evaluation and also verified from the 

psychological view. 
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Besides the research questions, this paper contains two additional findings. The first finding is 

that the MHS has become simpler when worked through the persuasive design process but, the 

transmission technological channel has got various properties clearly specified. The Fogg 

behavior mode largely contributed towards finding motivators and triggers to persuade people. 

With each step, the design became simpler; persuasive design techniques were fully exploited in 

the form of sound and visual aids, which helped people discover the major function, sound 

embodied interaction with the MHS. In the initial prototype, music served as a trigger and 

motivator for the target action. The poster served as a guide with wordy literal instruction 

working simultaneously with the music to trigger and motivate users. Initially, the design did not 

have specific definitions on roles and meanings. However, after going through the persuasive 

design process, each single element in the design became clearly defined; users were motivated 

by the brief sustainable message in the poster and the bird image created intimacy. The music 

motivated the user to continue with the target activity. A trigger was supplied at the right 

moment with a voice announcement for approval and it is followed by a round of applause as a 

reward. Also, the instruction became easier to understand after adding an image showing the 

target action and adding the script of the voice announcement. This modified design was more 

effective in inducing the target action. The approach using various persuasive techniques to 

motivate users was certainly effective and aided in discovering the core function of the MHS. 

 

The second finding is that participants were satisfied with their action after the activity. They felt 

good by doing the action that is environmentally friendly. This was an unexpected phenomenon 

at the early design stage. Now, it was thought that many people have the goodwill to do green 

activities but they lacked opportunities to do so. Through this study, it was witnessed that lots of 

people considered conserving the environment as desirable; in the interviews, they seemed 

proud of themselves whenever they described about their green deed. Messages on posters are 

easily overlooked and persuading verbally seems to take too much time and money; calm and 

passive persuasion for the environment might not bring about the necessary impact. To induce 

people going into green actions, there is a need to find something stronger that can draws and 

stimulates people’s attention, curiosity, and interests more like the MHS. 

For all the reasons provided, it seems convincing that the sound embodied interface can be an 

alternative for sustainable systems. Also, techniques and theories of persuasive technology are 

fairly effective in designing the high-tech interactive systems persuasive as Fogg claimed [19]. 

This study confirmed that interaction systems designed by persuasive technology can be 

influential to people. I expect that persuasive interaction design will prosper soon in the field of 

sustainable HCI. 
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Chapter7. Future work 
In this study, the focus of investigation was about the potential of initial prototype of the MHS. 

The evaluations show a positive possibility for its essential functions as a persuasive interaction 

system. I suggest the improvement of the MHS and the additional development of the system as 

follows: 

The first proposal is having a long term evaluation. Many participants expressed that if it was 

placed near their residential areas and they had opportunities to use it frequently, it would 

certainly be influential to change their behaviors although they would not play with it every time. 

The acknowledgement of a one time experience is unlikely to make a huge change on the 

habitual behavior. The observation in the evaluations support the above idea since the users 

having prior experience with the MHS looked more confident than the first time users.  

Two kinds of variation of the MHS are suggested. One is to change the contents the MHS 

conveys. During the design process, music was the only medium used as a main motivator to 

invoke the users’ emotion and keep them interacting with the MHS. The persuasive design 

process in this study put more value on checking basic qualities of a new system such as 

feasibility, usability and effectiveness of the MHS system. For that reason, the author simply 

selected music over the other media, considering it as one of the most powerful activators of 

emotion. Since the feasibility, usability and effectiveness were confirmed to some extent, next 

step will be the time to try various the other media such as narratives, today’s news, today’s 

golden saying, jokes, and sound of animals. The variation of media accompanies the change of 

target action. The core target behavior is to shake user’s hands. In the previous brainstorming 

session, many new ideas about shaking hands were presented. One interesting idea was to put a 

guitar drawing around the sensors, and then let the users make the gesture like playing the 

guitar. The playing guitar still makes the user shake hands. We believe that the scheduling for 

longer term use of the MHS and the changes of media will give clues to increase the impact on 

behavioral change by fun. 

Since the prototype of the MHS is not a final system, the work has done as a pilot study with 

limited resources, there were unresolved issues. The most necessary function for the MHS usage 

in real places is the implementation of the vibration sensor, which turned out to be challenging 

in hardware development. The role of the vibration sensor is to give a signal to computer when 

the user ends washing. The series of observations gave hints about the vibration sensor design. 

The challenge of the design is to find the right moment between when the user ends washing 

hands and is going to start drying hands. When taking account of probable sequences of the use 

of soap, the whole washing process could be more complicated. 

Besides the MHS implementation, another concern is about treatment on negative emotions; 

how to discourage the negative emotions such as awkwardness and the feeling of waste of time. 

This should be studied in both perspectives of affective interaction and persuasive technology. 

Also, there is a need to improve a better emotion measurement tool. A simple variation of the 

Geneva Emotion Wheel was created to for the MHS evaluation, but since this is not confirmed 

by any professionals in the affective interaction field, it needs to be tested and proofed its 
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effectiveness. In order to receive the users’ genuine expression of their emotion, ‘etc’ item was 

used at the end of every question, but in the questionnaire it still does not guarantee that it 

would enable to get the full range of possible answers about the users’ emotion from the 

interaction. 

Lastly, there was a participants’ suggestion that the MHS would be effective in child education 

for sustainability. Since childhood is the period having full curiosity of the new and learning fast, 

an embodied sound interface will definitely trigger their interest. Learning by bodily experience 

in that age would last long. This study only chose adult women as the target participants for the 

smooth communication. However, since the impact of the MHS was confirmed to some extent, 

it is desirable to investigate the MHS’s potential for children education. 
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Appendix A: The questionnaire for the third evaluation 
  2011.Nov.7     No.       

    Name:                                                                                Year of birth:                          

                

        

        

  
Choose every word that is representing your emotion 

 

        

1 Do you have any prior information about this test? No a little a lot 
   

  
I participated in prior test (                                  ) 

 

        

2 
What is the impression of the interaction with the sensor 

system? 
: 

     

        

    
  Fun   

   
3 Would you choose how your feeling has been changed     Peaceful     Delight 

  

 
by the activity with this system?                      Astonishing like it  Exciting  

 

  
             Refreshing  Aesthetic Curious   Interesting 

 

  
           New        Satisfying            No special feeling 

 

  
               Noisy   Embarrassed  No interested at all 

 

  
                   Time-wasting   Boring  Annoying 

 

   
       Feeling a fool 

  

    
Dislike 

   

  
etc: 

     

        
3 What makes you feel like that? 

      

 
Positive: The poster was pretty. 

 
Hand shaking is fun. 

  
     Music. Novel.    Feels like dancing. 

 

  
The fact tat I did a green activity. 

 
Feels refreshing 

  
Interesting  in a new technology 

   

  
The praise from voice message make  me feel good 

 

  
The applause cheered me up 

   

        

 
Negative: Little boring. No interest. Cannot understand it.  

  
I'm busy to do this Embarrassed. 

  

  
Do not understand what I am doing. 

 
Feeling stupid. 

  
It's noisy. I do not like the music 

  

        

  
etc: 

     

        

        

5 
The instruction on mirror was easy enough  
to follow? 

Easy enough. 
     

  
Little confused. 

     

  
Hard to understand. 

    

  
etc: 

     

        
6 Does the voice message guide you well? Easy enough. 

     

  
Little confused. 

     

  
Hard to understand. 

    

  
Surprised at the sudden voice message. 

  

  
The Voice was nice. 

    

        
7 What do you think about the applause?  : 

     

 
Does it affect your emotion?    Yes. So so. No. 

   

 
How does it affect you? : 
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8 
If this system were installed in the toilets like your workplace 

or shopping malls, would you try to do it? 
Yes, why not. 

 Not every time, 

 But I will do when I feel bored.  

  
Maybe once or two more? 

    

  
It will be hard, cause it will be crowded, 

  

  
and I will be embarrassed. 

    

        

  
etc: 

     

        

        

        
9 Do you sense what changed after the shaking hands activity? 

     

        

 
Physically: 

      

        

 
Emotionally: 

      

        

10 Now, Could you guess what the intention of this system is? 
      

        

 
I have no idea : 

      

 
I think that means: 

      

 
I am certain that: 

      

        

        
11 Do you think that this experiment will affect  

      

 
your habit of using paper towels? 

      

        

        
12 How long, do you think, this experience  About a day About a week About a month 

 

 
will remain in your memory? About tree month 

 
About a  year 

  

  
Forever 

     

        

13 
If you answered it will remain for more than a month, what 

make you answer like that?                                      

The combination of hand movement  

and the music play was fun.  

  
I am interested in protecting environment. 

  

  
I like listen to music. 

    

  
The idea is new 

     

  
The idea is interesting 

    

  
The activity was fun 

    

  
It make me refreshing and pleasant 
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Appendix B: The questionnaire for the outdoor evaluation 
 

  2011.Nov.9 at Kista Galleria         No.   

    Name:                                                                               The Year of birth:                        

                

        

        

 
This is research work, please answer honestly. You can circle every word that represents your idea 

 

        
1 Do you think that this activity with this  

      

 
system has changed your emotion? 

 
               Aesthetic   

  

        

     
  

  

    
  Fun   

   
2 Would you choose how your feeling has been     Peaceful     Delight 

  

 
changed by the activity with this system?                      Astonishing like it  Exciting  

 

  
             Regreshing Aesthetic Curious   Interesting 

 

  
           New        Satisfying            No special feeling 

 

  
               Noisy   Embarrassed  No interested at all 

 

  
                   Time-wasting   Boring  Annoying 

 

   
       Feeling a fool 

 
  

    
Dislike 

   

  
etc: 

     

        
3 What makes you feel like that? 

      

 
Positive: The poster was pretty. 

 
Hand shaking is fun. 

 

  
     Music. Novel.    Feels like dancing. 

 

  
The fact tat I did a green activity. 

 
Feels refreshing 

  
Interesitng in a new technology 

   

  
The praise from voice message make  me feel good 

 

  
The applause cheered me up 

   

        

 
Negative: Little boring. No interest. Cannot understand it.  

 

  
I'm busy to do this 

 
Embarrassed. 

 

  
Do not understand what I am doing. Feeling stupid. 

 

  
It's noisy. I do not like the music 

  

        

  
etc: 

     

        

        
4 What do you think about the applause  It made me pleasant. 

    

 
in the end of the activity?  So so. 

     

  
It did not affect me. 

    

        

        
5 Can you guess what has changed by the activity of shaking hands? 

    

        

 
Physically: 

      

        

 
Emotionally: 

      

        
6 Now, what do you think the intention of this system? 

      

        

 
I have no idea --;;;; 
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I think that…..: 

      

        
7 How many paper towels did you use after this activity? : 

     

        

        

        

        
8 What made you to shake hands ? 1. the poster 

     

  
2. the voice announcement 

    

  
3. the music 
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Appendix C: Ambient information systems 
 

 Interface name 
        Interface type 

 Feedback carrier 

type 

 The used 

human 

perception 

Interface purpose 
 The depth of carried 

information or emotion 

 ambientRoom 

(phicon, activLENS, 

metaDESK) [24] 

 TUI as foreground for 

input, 

 Display as forground 

feedback 

 Ambient soun, for 

background  

feedback. 

 display and sound 

(rain pattering) 

 Sense of sight 

and hearing 

  

 To see the feasibility of the 

use of TUI and ambient 

media 

 metaDESK: low 

 Ambient sound: low 

  

 BusMobile, 

 Daylight display [1] 

 Ambient display 

 Display (numeric 

information, 

distance 

information, 

brightness) 

 Sense of sight 

 Convenience of lifestyle: 

 - BusMobile: Provide 

people about the 

information on buses at 

their bus stop. 

 - Daylight display: 

Informing daylight level 

(dark, dusty, light) 

 -BusMobile: Relatively 

deep (about  bus number 

and its proximity) 

 -Daylight display: low 

  

 Waterbot [11] 
 Ambient display 

 Display (the 

change of glowing 

color) 

 Sense of sight  Water conservation   

 The power aware 

cord [26] 

 Ambient display  Display ()  Sense of sight  Electricity conservation  Low  

 Virtual Aquarium, 

Monalisa bookshelf 

[10] 

 Ambient display 

(artistic) 

 Display (gradual 

changes of the 

drawing) 

 Sense of sight 

 Intervention of daily 

activity in a desirable way. 

 Virtual Aquarium: tooth 

brush habit. 

  Monalisa bookshelf: 

improvement of book 

arrangement and reading 

habit. 

 Middle (adding more items 

in aquarium daily or 

distorting Monalisa 

drawing are gradual 

graphical changes) 

 Low-cost water 

flow sensor [5] 

 Ambient display 

 Display  (colorful 

glowing bulb, 

number) 

 Sense of sight  Water conservation 
 Low, Middle: use two type 

of display 7individually. 

 Wattson [21] 
 Ambient display  

 Display (energy 

useage in 

number, currency, 

colorful glow) 

 Sense of sight  Electricity conservation 

 High: three kinds of 

information is provided 

(electricity usage in watts, 

money, colored glowing 

along overall usage level). 

 AmbientOrb [28] 
 Ambient display 

 Display (various 

colorful glowing 

orb) 

 Sense of sight 

 Information conveyance 

(weather, windspeed, 

traffic, stock, etc) 

 High: by custom setting, 

various colors can be used 

to deliver relatively 

extensive range of 

information. 
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